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Complete control  of
every service.

The Touch Screen connects directly to the C-Bus

network so that it can be programmed to control any

C-Bus connected device. This makes it ideal for

automation in homes, hotel rooms, service apartments,

boardrooms and conference rooms. You can even create

multi-language interfaces for hotel rooms or public areas.

The Touch Screen also comes with an inbuilt real time

clock as standard. This allows events to be automated

for the user based on the time of day, week, month or

year. The possibilities are endless.

Furthermore, different but related screens can also be

linked together to streamline a user’s pattern of use.

Different functions can be combined on the same screen

too. For instance, the volume of a Home Theatre system

can be displayed on the same screen as lighting

dimmers to quickly set the mood with optimum control.

The kinds of services the Clipsal

C-Bus Touch Screen can control, when

connected to a C-Bus system with the

appropriate equipment, include:

• Dimming and switching lighting

• Home theatre control

• Water sprinklers

• Curtains

• Interface to security systems

• Interface to climate control systems

• Pool pumps

• Spas
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C-Bus Touch Screen



Add a touch of style to every room.

The C-Bus Touch Screen is a compact and elegant control

unit that can be used with the Clipsal C-Bus control and

management system. Using a touch sensitive LCD screen

the Touch Screen can replace large multi-gang switch and

dimmer plates and add a touch of style to any wall.

Furthermore, the C-Bus Touch Screen is affordable enough

to have in several rooms. Function and design are combined

to create practical control of a home’s services including;

lighting, air-conditioning, security, water sprinklers and

much more.

Unlimited choices at
your  f ingert ips.

The Touch Screen is easily programmed using WindowsTM

based configuration software. And at the press of an

on-screen button or graphic, the user can programme

scenes with ease. There is virtually no practical limit to the

number of screens or buttons that can be customised.

The display and controls are completely determined by

the particular needs of the user and the way the Touch

Screen has been programmed via the C-Bus software. It’s

this kind of customisation that makes the C-Bus Touch

Screen interface such a flexible addition to Clipsal C-Bus

automation systems.

Graphics-based screen for
clear  control.

The graphical image based screen is designed to offer

easier recognition of functions on the Touch Screen.

Buttons with text and/or images, text, bitmap images, shapes

(rectangles, triangles, ellipses), sliders, clocks and percent

indicators can all be placed on the screen to help you

navigate through the system.

A plan of the buildings interior can be imported into the

screen for easy identification of services.

With so many possibilities it is easy to appreciate how

practical the Touch Screen can be when operating a number

of services at once.

Touch screens with a touch
of  s tyle.

The C-Bus Touch Screen is a stylish alternative to multi-gang

light and dimmer switches. With many different plastic surround

colours available - and stainless steel and brass finishes - the

unit blends elegantly with any surrounding décor.

Sleek styling means the Touch Screen rests smoothly against

walls and has surround dimensions of just 152mm wide x 115mm

deep (designed to match other Clipsal wall plates). The screen

itself is 80mm x 62mm and combines a subtle ambient backlight.

Priced within
everyone’s reach.

Touch screen technology has previously been beyond the

reach of many automation systems due to the cost.  Now

an affordable reality, C-Bus Touch Screens are economical

enough to have in every room. And why not? The practical

and stylish Touch Screen is easily combined with any

Clipsal C-Bus automation system.

Flexible infra-red control.

The Touch Screen is supplied with a credit card size infra-

red control unit so that it can be operated from a distance

- be it the comfort of an armchair or the end of a boardroom

table. Control of the Touch Screen is possible with other “off

the shelf” universal infra-red hand held remote controls too.

Austral ian designed for  peace
of  mind.

Like all C-Bus system products, the Touch Screen is

designed, developed and manufactured by Clipsal

Integrated Systems.
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